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Friday, I put the old bike together and take it for a spin
around the old 'hood. Everything is working and feeling
tight. Having a dialed bike pwns you. It was very hot
so I only pedaled around for about an hour. That
evening, I went down to the old WTC site, went
shopping, and saw the Bodies exhibition at South
Street Sea Port (another thread topic all together)
After I was done with all of that, my boy Kevin came
and met me down near Union Square. We troooped up
to a bar on 27th and 5th that was on the rooftop of the
building. A nicer view of the Empire Sate Building I
have never seen. After some beers and a shot or two,
we stepped from there to another bar and another
beer. With the contest the next morning, I called it
quits around two. Even though the mojo was working
with the ladies.
Fast forward to Saturday, 11 am, my buddy drives me
across the Bronx to the Skatepark. The ramps were in
real good shape, as nate wessel was on the case fixin
everthing up the week before. It was hot, like it always
is the last weekend in July. I decided to just get a few
minutes of practice in before the experts were up. I felt
good, aired the quarter, and almost cleared the box.
Good enough for me. Stood around waiting to check in,
and I was in the second half of the group. In
retrospect, I should have swung it so that I was first or
second to ride, so I wouldnt have stood around in the
sun for what seemed about an hour.
So my name gets called, and Casio the announcer
hypes me up (even if he called me 38) I had a line
scoped that no one had hit, that was a little kicker on
top of a small quarter. Over cleared the tranny a bit,
but no problem. I pedal across the park, hit the quarter
pipe and almost clear the box jump. The speed was
there, I was just tight in the air as usual. Made a nice
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disaster on the 6 foot qarter and go at the big quarter
again. Ride up, pop out, and pull the cleanest ninja
drop ever. BAM! I was so stoked, I blew a simple 360
on to the top of the box. Unfortunately, I made the
mistake of trying the same simple 360 and fell on the
second one. By that point my time was up and I was
spent. Note to self: fall on something stupid, move on
to something else.
At the end of the day, I tied for 23 out of 35. Not bad
for an old dude. The rest of the time I spent was kind
of a haze, hanging with old bros, drinking and blowing
rounds. Just like the olden days. With any luck, I will
convince my boy Danny to have a masters class next
time, and maybe start it up earlier in the day. Good to
meet all of the other vintage dudes (Equilibriums in the
house), and I am sorry that I did not check out
bmxinvasion. Props to your 8th place finish, it was no
joke out there. If you missed it all, too bad for you!
Peace
Jesse D
more skills than fitness
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Thanks for looking!
Jesse D
Posts: 2455 | From: Hollywood Hills 33021 | Registered: Sep
2001 | IP: Logged |
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Sweet thanks!
A Pro
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posted August 17, 2006 11:18 PM

That was an awesome contest, only in NYC can there
be a comp like this. I am definatly going back next
year.
Sweet pics. Jesse. See you there next year?
Posts: 316 | From: Rockland County N.Y | Registered: Dec
2005 | IP: Logged |
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Who cares what place you got, Jesse.
Well, don't take that the wrong way, I just mean that
the fact that you stepped up and competed at all
makes you a winner no matter what place you got,
IMO.
Posts: 1698 | From: harD.C.ore | Registered: Jun 2005 | IP:
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Thanks for the props Mike, the only place in my book
thats not cool is last. I have entered competitions since
1987, and I just love the feelling of being on the
course alone and riding in front of my peeps. A win for
me is walking/ pedaling away under my own power.
Jesse D
Posts: 2455 | From: Hollywood Hills 33021 | Registered: Sep
2001 | IP: Logged |
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jerry a
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killer jess !!yea man ,you won in my book brother!!
Glad you had a good time,wish i could have gone too...
Posts: 1778 | From: ft laud.hurricaneville | Registered: Sep
2003 | IP: Logged |
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